FROM THE PRINCIPAL

Dear Parents/Guardians,

Term 2 has progressed quickly and we are already half way through.

At the beginning of the year, I promoted a welcoming, accepting and family environment at our school. Today together we can see that we have reached that goal. The educational development of your child/children is healthy and successful with such an environment.

With everything in life stages take place and this is also the case in the development of our school. I would like to thank parents and guardians for their continual support and words of encouragement through the development and never ending construction work that is taking place to ensure we are providing the best services for our children. Our basketball court is up and running and students are enjoying its use. We have purchased sports equipment and our library and classroom resources are growing to ensure the students education is keep interesting and up to date resources and information is used across all year levels. Folk dancing classes have been organised for our middle and uppers years to exposed them to various learning styles and encourage self confidence and pride, this is an exciting and new learning experience for many.

Please keep an eye out of our upcoming events and feel free to come in and discuss any issues you may have.

On the 22nd of May, our school would like to invite all parents/guardians, family and friends to our OPEN DAY for a BBQ and a great chance to mix and make new friends. I look forward to seeing you all there.

ENTRANCE EXAMS will be held on the 6th of June for all new applicants and 2011 enrolments.

Yours sincerely

Mr. Kullu

Morning Bell | 8-50 | 9-00 | 9-45
Period 1 | 9-00 | 9-45 | 10-00
Period 2 | 10-00 | 10-30 | 11-15
Period 3 | 10-30 | 11-15 | 11-40
Recess | 11-40 | 12-25 | 12-50
Period 4 | 12-25 | 1-10 | 1-35
Period 5 | 1-10 | 1-35 | 2-00
Lunch 1 | 1-35 | 2-00 | 2-45
Lunch 2 | 2-00 | 2-45 | 3-30
Period 6 | 2-45 | 3-30
Period 7 | 3-30
Friday Assembly | 3-20
Afternoon Tea

Afternoon tea was a great success. It was pleasing to see such a huge involvement from families and friends. Parents, families and friends gathered around a festive table. It was made up of all different cultural and traditional foods and we were all but lucky enough to get a taste of all. Putting the great food and our taste buds aside, the interaction between one another was another treat. Students, teachers, parents, friends, family interacted about anything. There was no formality to follow and judging by all the smiles everybody felt very comfortable. The most unique part in all collaboration is that we have developed so much in as little as one term, just imagine our future. A big thank you to everybody who pitched in with food and helping out throughout the afternoon. We all enjoyed ourselves and hope to continue seeing your friendly faces. It is great to see that we have developed our own family and culture here at Isik College Ibrahim Dellal Campus.
Member of Parliament, Representative for Derrimut, Mr Telmo Languiller visited our school on Friday 16\textsuperscript{th} of April. Together with Same David, Telmo gave a welcoming and formal speech to all. He explained his journey towards becoming a Member of Parliament. His most interesting words, were explaining to our students his belief and growing into something that you believe in. (This could be a teacher or a member of parliament). His speech motivated everybody that was listening. Most interestingly, he was very well with the students. He captivated the students as soon as he started talking about soccer. His unexpected question about where is Uruguay did not embarrass our school as grade 6 Abdullahi Shire confidently answered South America. Well done! Further Mr Languiller, Mr David, all staff and the Selimiye Foundation most importantly discussed working together to develop a positive journey for Isik College and our students.
Last week the 3 to 6’s went to Sovereign Hill as part of their SOSE unit. The students got to experience Australia the way it was. Look at all the fun they had.

Transport in the 1950’s

Camping like the gold diggers

Panning for gold

Outlaws of the Era

“If only this was real gold…”

“I’m glad we have washing machines”

“This is so fun”

“This gold is so heavy”

“Ok children, keep it quiet now”
It is fun and I feel safe. I like my teachers and friends. I like the homework I get from school. It is fun to learn at Isik College Ibrahim Dellal Campus. I think that it is the best school ever… Zeynep Balikci

To make friends. To learn and to go to University. Make some money to be a teacher. To go to the excursions… by Beyza Aksoy

Isik College is the best school in the university and my teacher is very polite. She gives us lots of homework and we learn….Kumail Haider

I learn a lot from Ms Ozlem. I play a lot and have new friends. I like my school….Rayan

The teachers are the best and I like to learn and have fun and make friends….Yousef

It’s safe and fun. There are less bullying and annoying people. The teachers are helpful and nice. It is a small but nice and good school……Rimon Ismail

We make friends and learn new math’s problems. We use our manners at school. Students listen to the teachers….Khalid Ururshe and Omar Geyre

The teachers are so nice. Everyone is nice to each other. I feel safe at school. We can learn new things about maths; animals, plants and going to excursions are fun….Veli Inal

My teacher is helpful and nice. Teachers care they all help us with work. They tell you if you made a mistake….Ashkir, Samed & Gibril
Parent’s car park is now open. Please use the car park area to park your cars accordingly. Please ensure that the main entrance to the car park is clear so cars can easily drive in and out. The entrance is not a parking area.

Students cannot get enough of reading. Students are not limited to just reading their take home reading books. Students are encouraged to read newspapers, magazines and of course going to the local library is never limited.

Students need to complete all homework to the best of their abilities. If students are unsure or do not clearly understand their homework, students need to make sure they see and ask their teachers before the due date. Reminder that homework is an assessment. Parents please only guide and help your children with their homework.

Throughout the year students will be receiving scholastic book club. Book Club offers excellent resources for students to use at school or just for simple references at home. They have everything from the lower levels to the higher levels. Please do not disregard scholastic book club and have a look...
Grade 3 and 4’s together with the Grade 5 and 6’s are lucky enough to participate in traditional folk dancing. Thank you to our instructor Mr Yildirim for coming out to our school and organising dancing lessons a period a week. They are involved in step by step dancing techniques. Students are separated in boys and girls group and even some teachers are trying to fit dancing into their busy schedules. Students are really enjoying themselves in this extra curricular activity.

Meet the Teacher’
On Tuesday the 20th Of April, parents and teachers had an opportunity to meet one another. Even though many parents have developed positive relationships with teachers, interviews were arranged in order to officially discuss student’s academic progress. Both teachers and parents were informed of any concerns and opportunities for development.

Parents are kindly asked to wait outside of their children’s classroom within the decking area. Please ensure that you do not interrupt class as students and teachers may get distracted. Students are generally dismissed as soon as the bell rings.

Students are again very lucky to play table tennis as a lunchtime activity. Each grade is rostered on certain days. Students are allowed to play table tennis as long as they abide by the rules. Sport Equipment- Students are increasingly active during lunchtime. Many students are playing ball games out on the basketball court, skipping rope down in the decking area or simply trying to hoola hoop. Students are able to play with various sports equipment during recess and lunchtime. Students have been very responsible in taking care of the equipment and storing them in their appropriate place.
WHO IS IBRAHIM DELLAL?

Mr. Ibrahim Dellal was born in Cyprus in 1932. He studied at the American Academy and graduated from the British Technology Institute, majoring in automotive engineering.

He migrated to Australia in 1950. Ever since then, he has had a strong passion to help his people.


1956: Was involved in founding the Cyprus Turkish Association. He and his brother Hasan worked as official interpreters for the Turkish wrestling team during the Melbourne Olympic Games.

1962: Helped found the Australian Federation Of Islamic Councils (he was president in 1976)

1968: Contributed to the settlement of the first wave of Turkish migrants (75 families)

1970: Founded the first Turkish newspaper in Australia, Turk Sesi

1976-1979: Chaired the Halal Meat Board

1977: Received the Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee Medal.

1991: Retired from his career in automotive engineering to be able to commit all his time to education and community service.


2007: Received the Order of Australia, which was given to him through the Australian government.

2010: The seventh Isik College campus has been named after him.

He is married and has three daughters.

I AM AN ISIK COLLEGE STUDENT!
I respect myself
I respect everyone
I treat others as I would like to be treated